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ABSTRACT This paper presents a robust model predictive control (RMPC) method with a new mixed
H2/H∞ linear time-varying state feedback design. In addition, we propose a linear parameter-varying model
for inverters in a microgrid (MG), in which disturbances and uncertainty are considered, where the inverters
connect in parallel to renewable energy sources (RES). The proposed RMPC can use the gain-scheduled
control law and satisfy both the H2 and H∞ proficiency requirements under various conditions, such as
disturbance and load variation. Amultistep control method is proposed to reduce the conservativeness caused
by the unique feedback control law, enhance the control proficiency, and strengthen the RMPC feasible
area. Furthermore, a practical and efficient RMPC is designed to reduce the online computational burden.
The presented controller can implement load sharing among distributed generators (DGs) to stabilize the
frequency and voltage of an entire smart island. The proposed strategy is implemented and studied in a MG
with twoDG types and various load types. Specifically, through converters, one type of DGs is used to control
frequency and voltage, and the other type is used to control current. These two types of DGs operate in a
parallel mode. Simulation results show that the proposed RMPCs are input-to-state practically stable (ISpS).
Compared with other controllers in the literature, the proposed strategy can lead to minor total harmonic
distortion (THD), lower steady-state error, and faster response to system disturbance and load variation.

INDEX TERMS Microgrid, linear parameter varying system, distributed generation unit, H2/H∞ control,
robust model predictive control.

I. INTRODUCTION
In cases where power electricity consumption would be too
far from the main power network, for instance, remote vil-
lages or isolated islands or communication stations, it will
be technically difficult or economically inefficient to deliver
power electricity through transmission lines. Under these
circumstances, a logically and economically sound approach
to the power supply is in the form of MG island mode,
which includes RESs like photovoltaic (PV) generators, wind
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turbines, etc. In these islanding modes of MGs, the DGs in
the MG are responsible for controlling the voltage, current,
and frequency alone and without any assistance from the
main power network [1]–[3]. As a result, it is vital to plan
and design a proper and suitable controller that is robust
against MG’s disturbances and also load variations. In this
regard, one of the main aims of this article would be to
present a robust non-linear controller for MGs. To reach
this goal, several control approaches were used for MGs.
For instance, master-slave control mode, and current control
mode, or droop control have been used in references [4]–[6].
These approaches need communication plans, except for the
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droop controllers, which have attracted a lot of attention for
MGs. However, the operating of inverters with droop control
can have some problems like voltage-frequency and current
control responses, which are excessively and unpleasantly
slow or might have a small or uncertain stable operational
range [7].

A. BACKGROUND
To tackle the mentioned problems, some articles have pro-
posed different approaches by using modifications of phase
feedforward, droop control by first-order dynamics, as well
as output impedance control of inverters [8]. However, modi-
fication strategies usually do not consider dynamic control of
a system with order greater than one or dynamic control of
gain scheduled, and also do not utilize progressive methods
to control the plan, schedule, and design in a grid. Recent
articles have demonstrated the benefits of robust controllers
in comparison with common controllers according to tradi-
tional control theory to control the applicability of inverters
in an MG [9]. In the reference [10], for instance, authors
have demonstrated that the operational range of anMGmight
be risen from 6 percent to 14 percent for changing in all
characteristics of a system. For example, in inverter voltages,
or line impedances, one utilizes a dynamic control for the grid
rather than a fixed gain droop controller. Although this could
be remarkable progress, MGs might be subject to several
variations and uncertainty; thus, other solutions and methods
are required. Subsequent advances in efficiency and stable
operational range might be considered via utilizing adaptive
gain scheduled controllers. Progressions of 30 percent to
50 percent have been shown by using polytopic adaptive
controllers in the paper [11]; nonetheless, such controllers
are typically hard to implement and synthesize. The intri-
cacy could be remarkably decreased for a small operating
point with bumpless-transfer controllers that have appeared
in works as an adaptive ad-hoc control plan [12], [13].
References [14], [15] have also stated that this method can
be easier to synthesize, having less conservative, and also
easier to perform in comparison with a polytopic controller
and interpolation plan; besides, it would have a better oper-
ational range compared with a nominal and common type of
controller. In such cases, whenever an inverter with an equal
amount of impedance is connected to an MG that is much
less than what is predicted by the design engineer, the inverter
with a formal controller displays instability in responses and
also the inverter with a bumpless controller displays stabil-
ity in responses [11]. In the references [16], [17], for grid-
supporting inverter-based systems, a new cascaded control
strategy and a generalized droop control have been proposed
where compared virtual synchronous generator control and
traditional droop control.

Other approaches have also been utilized for (uninter-
ruptable power supply (UPS) and DC/AC inverter systems,
as those presented in the reference [18], where proportional-
integral controllers have been utilized to track current and
voltage references. A feedback linearization method was

utilized for 3-phase UPS in the paper [19], where the control
gains were obtained using a pole placement. Additionally,
other alternatives dealing with advanced control methods
can be found in the reference [20]; and also for adaptive
controllers in reference [21], for sliding mode controllers
and for model predictive controllers in the papers [22], [23].
It is noted that in the papers [24], [25], for power electronics
applications, a robust control-based on linear matrix inequal-
ities (LMIs) was addressed. The used strategy is attractive
because it can be effectively solved by specialized algorithms,
and also it allows for easily including many efficiency spec-
ifications. In this way, utilizing of LMIs for stability assess-
ment and control design with practical performance for UPS
deserves more investigation.

B. MOTIVATION AND MAIN CONTRIBUTIONS
OF THE PAPER
In the islanding mode of MG, the voltage and frequency of
the network should be constant. In this regard, in this article,
one of the units is in the voltage-frequency control mode.
To maintain the voltage and frequency of the network, other
units that are not responsible for voltage-frequency control
are in the current control mode. If the load current is more
than the maximum current supplied by the current control
unit, the current will be drawn from the current generation
unit. The rest of the current is supplied by the voltage-
frequency control unit. Also, if the load current is less than
the maximum current of the current control unit, the total load
current is supplied by the current control unit.

To enhance the control performance and feasibility of the
presented method, in this paper, a mixed H2/H∞ feedback
RMPC for systems with both disturbance and uncertainty
structured is proposed. The multistep control approach is
presented in the proposed mixed H2/H∞ RMPC, in which
a sequence of feedback control laws is adopted as a control
strategy. Besides this, since the ISpS concept is suitable to
assess the stability of the closed-loop system with distur-
bance, the closed-loop ISpS stability is utilized to validate
the proposed RMPC. Furthermore, a novel control strategy
is introduced for islanding MG with different DGs accord-
ing to a mixed H2/H∞ time-varying linear state feedback
robust model predictive control algorithm to control voltage,
current, and frequency of the power network system, and
also for load sharing among DG units. Another important
point in this work is to consider increasing the TDH and root
mean square (RMS) value of the voltage profile of MG. One
DG is working in the mode of voltage-frequency control;
in this case, it will control the voltage and frequency in the
power network by forcing the voltage of the grid to follow a
reference signal simultaneously trying to lessen the error of
output voltage. Similarly, another DG unit is operating in the
mode of current control. The reference signal of the current
is proportional to the load current that is measured on a real-
time basis. The presented method is simulated and validated
in different case studies using the MATLAB software.
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C. PAPER STRUCTURE
The remainder of this manuscript is organized as follows;
in Section II, the dynamic model and concept of the system
and the proposed controller will be introduced and explained.
In Section III, the results of the simulation of a low volt-
age MG will be provided and evaluated in different sce-
narios. Finally, remarks of conclusions will be presented
in Section IV.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND CONTROLLER DESIGN
A. SYSTEM MODEL
In this section, we present the concept of the proposed system.
Figure 1 shows an islandedMGwith different DG agents that
are coupled to the AC bus in parallel mode. In the suggested
system, one unit acts in voltage-frequency mode; in this case,
it will be in the duty of stabling the MG voltage. The other
unit is working in the current control mode and load sharing.
Figure 2 depicts the circuit of a 3-phase inverter that is linked
to the system. In this case, the output of the LC filter has
been employed to decrease the output voltage of harmonic
components produced by the pulse width modulation (PWM)
inverter. The proposed case is operated in 2 different modes:
voltage-frequency or current control mode. Each DG system
is composed of LCfilters, a DC resource, and a voltage source
inverter in common conditions. The power circuit and control
schematic diagram of a 3-phase inverter with LC filter is
shown in Figure 3.

FIGURE 1. A typical architecture of a low-voltage MG with several
DG units.

The model of a 3-phase inverter is presented as:

L
d
dt

(
iJi
)
= SJVdc − voJn, J = a, b, c (1)

where:

Sa =

{
1 if S1 = ON S4 = OFF
0 if S1 = OFF S4 = ON

Sb =

{
1 if S2 = ON S5 = OFF
0 if S2 = OFF S5 = ON

Sc =

{
1 if S = ON S6 = OFF
0 if S3 = OFF S6= ON

(2)

where Vdc denotes the dc-link voltage; voan, vobn and vocn
defines the phase to neutral voltages after filtering, and iai , i

b
i

and ici display the phase currents through filter inductor L.
Inverter output voltage vector is displayed in Figure 1 and

is defined as bellow:

vi =
2
3

(
van+avbn + a2vcn

)
(3)

Assuming all the possible combinations of the gating signals,
namely Sa, Sb and Sc, eight switching modes and as a result,
eight voltage vectors have been retrieved. As v0 = v7,
there are just seven different voltage vectors as expressed in
Figure 2. Based on KVL:

RiJi + L
diJi
dt
= vJi (t)− v

J
o(t), J = a, b, c (4)

Also, KCL states:

C
dvJo
dt
= iJi − i

J
o = iJc , J = a, b, c (5)

State-space representation of each phase is retrieved as:

ẋJ (t) = AxJ (t)+ BvJi (t)+ Ci
J
o (t) , J = a, b, c (6)

In which xJ (t) =
[
iJi (t)
vJo (t)

]
is the state vector.

Also vJi (t) defines control command and iJo (t) denotes
disturbance input and:

A =

 −
R
L
−
1
L

1
C

0

 , B =

 1
L
0

 , D =

 0

1
C

 (7)

Eq. (6) is discretized to use in the controller design, therefore:

xαJ [k + 1] = AαxαJ [k]+ Bαvi [k]+ Dαio [k] ; J = a, b, c

(8)

where: xαJ [k] =
[
iJi [k]
vJg [k]

]
.

Aα = eATs , Bα =
∫ Ts

0
eAτBdτ ,

Dα =
∫ Ts

0
eAτ0dτ

Also, Ts defines the sampling period.

B. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this part, we present the problem formulation. Hence,
a discrete-time polytopic LPV system with disturbance
should be considered, where their system matrices should be
related to the functions of a parameter vector ρκ as follows:

xκ+1 = A (ρκ) xκ + B (ρκ) uκ + D (ρκ) ωκ ;

zκ =
[
C (ρκ) xκ
R (ρκ) uκ

]
(9)
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FIGURE 2. A typical structure of a 3-phase low-voltage MG with 2 DG units.

FIGURE 3. Schematic diagram of a typical voltage source inverter by the inverter, output filter, and loads with mode selection
of the controller.

With x ∈ Rn providing the state vector, u ∈ Rm represents
the control input vector, z ∈ Rρ is the control output vector,
ω ∈ Rnω gives the disturbance; also:[
A (ρκ) B (ρκ) D (ρκ) C (ρκ) R (ρκ)

]
=

∑r

i=1

[
ρκ,i Ai Bi Di Ci Ri

]
.

The parameter vector of pκ ∈ Rr depends on the unit simplex
where: p

∼
=
{∑r

i=1 ρi = 1, 0 ≤ ρi ≤ 1
}
.

Thematrices of LPV system change inside a corresponding
polytope � whose vertices include r local system matri-
ces � = co {(Ai,Bi,Di,Ci,Ri)} where co represents the
convex hull.
Lemma 1: It should be supposed that matrices M ∈

Rn×n and N ∈ Rm×n are two positive semidefinite matrices
P ∈ Rm×m and Q ∈ Rn×n so that

MTPM − Q < 0, NTPN − Q < 0

Then:

MTPN +NTPM − 2Q < O

Proof:

(M −N)T P (M −N) = MTPM +NTPN −MTPN

−NTPM ≥ 0

MTPN +NTPM − 2Q ≤ −MTPM −NTPN − 2Q < 0

Lemma 2: It should be supposed that matrices Mi ∈

Rm×n, i ∈ N+r and are two positive semidefinite matrices
P ∈ Rm×m and P ∈ Rm×m have been given. The following
matrix inequality will be:(

r∑
i=1

ρiMi

)T
P

(
r∑
i=1

ρiMi

)
− Q < 0 (10)
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When ρi > 0 and
∑r

i=1 ρi = 1 if:

MT
i PMi − Q < 0 (11)

Proof:(
r∑
i=1

ρiMi

)T
P

(
r∑
i=1

ρiMi

)
− Q

=

r∑
i=1

ρ2i M
T
i PMi +

r∑
i=1

ρ2i M
T
i PMi

+

r∑
i=1

r∑
j=1,j6=i

ρiρjMT
i PMj − Q

=

r∑
i=1

ρ2i

(
MT
i PMi − Q

)
+

r∑
i=1

r∑
j=1,j6=i

ρiρj

(
MT
i PMj − Q

)
By applying lemma1, it can be seen that equation (10) holds
if equation (11) holds.

In the following equations, the problem of system input
constraints and measurable modes is considered:

|Llx| ≥ fl, fl > 0 l = 1, . . . , n (12)

|ul | ≥ dl, dl > 0 l = 1, . . . , n (13)

In equations (12) and (13): L gives a matrix with Ll as the
lth line, fl represents the lth element of vector f , ul is the
lth element of control input u, and dl divides the lth element
of vector d . For the system in equation (9) with constraints
equations (12) and (13), the objective is to design a gain-
scheduled state feedback control law as follows:

uκ+l|κ = F̃κ+l|κxκ+l|κ =
r∑
j=1

ρκ+l|κ,jFκ,jxκ+l|κ ,

i < j, l ≥ 0 (14)

The disturbance will be bounded as:
∞∑
κ=0

ωTκ|κωκ|κ ≤ ω̄, ωκ|κ ∈ πq :=
{
ω|ωT q−1ω ≤ 1

}
(15)

In the equation (15), ω̄ > 0 and q are known. Hence, the
following efficiency requirements are satisfied and divided
into two following sections:

1. H∞ efficiency requirements: under the zero-initial sit-
uation, the controlled output zκ|κ is satisfied as follows:

∞∑
κ=0

zTκ|κzκ|κ ≤ ϕ
2
∞∑
κ=0

ωTκ|κωκ|κ and

ϕ > 0, scalar (16)

2. H2 efficiency requirements: the controlled output zκ|κ
is satisfied as follows:

∞∑
κ=0

zTκ|κzκ|κ ≤ ∂ (17)

C. GAIN-SCHEDULED CONTROL LAW DESIGN
By rewriting the closed-loop system equation (9) based on
the control law equation (14), we will have equation (18) as
follows:

xκ+l+1|κ =

 r∑
i=1

r∑
j=1

ρκ+l|κ,iρκ+l|κ,j ((Ai

+BiFj
)
xκ+l|κ + (Di) ωκ+l|κ

) (18)

With considering the Lyapunov function in the form
v
(
xκ+l|κ

)
= xTκ+l|κPlxκ+l|κ that is multistep P:

Pl > 0 (l = 0, . . . ,N − 1) when i ≥ N − 1, Pl = PN−1

And by assumingωκ+l|κ = 0, equation (18) will be converted
into:

xκ+l+1|κ =

 r∑
i=1

r∑
j=1

ρκ+l|κ,iρκ+l|κ,j
(
Ai + BiFj

)
x
κ+l|κ


(19)

By using materials provided in the paper [26], to decrease the
conservatism, the state space equation (18) can be presented
as follows:

xκ+l+1|κ =

(
r∑
i=1

ρ2κ+l|κ,iÃi,i

+

r∑
i=1

r∑
j<i

2ρκ+l|κ,iρκ+l|κ,j

(
Ãi,j + Ãj,i

2

) xκ+l|κ

Ãi,j = Ai + BiFκ,j (20)

Then we have, (21) and (22), as shown at the bottom of the
next page. 

X11 X12
X12 X22

· · · X1r
· · · X2r

...
...

X1r X2r

. . .
...

· · · Xrr

 > 0 (23)

Thus, if equation (23) holds, 1V is negative definite, and
therefore LPV system of equation (19) will be stable. With
consideringωκ+l|κ 6= 0, (24) and (25), as shown at the bottom
of page 7. Then:

βii = Ãi,i, C ii = C̃i,i, Dii = Di, βij =
Ãi,j + Ãj,i

2

T

,

C ij =
Ci,j + Cj,i

2

T
, Dij =

Di + Dj
2

, P̂l =
[
Pl 0
0 ϕ2

]
P̄l+1 =

[
Pl+1 0
0 I

]
, ξi,i =

[
βi,i

T C i,i
T

Di,iT 0

]
,

ξi,j =

[
βi,j

T C i,j
T

Di,jT 0

]
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Lemma 3:By considering the LPV system the equation (9),
with disturbance equation (15), the control law that guar-
antees the efficiency requirements 1 and 2, is given by
Fl = YlQl if there exist Yl ∈ Rm×n and Ql ∈ Rn×n satisfy
the following situation: 1 > >

ϕ2ω̄ ∂ϕ2ω̄ >
xκ|κ 0 Q0

 ≥ 0 (26)


−Ql + X̄

(11)
ii X̄ (12)ii > > >

X̄ (21)ii −ϕ2∂I + X̄ (22)ii > > >
AiQl + BiYl ∂Di −Ql+1 > >

CiQl 0 0 −∂I >
RiYl 0 0 0 −∂I

 ≤ 0

(27)
−4Ql + X̄

(11)
ij X̄ (12)ij > > >

X̄ (21)ij −4∂ϕ2 + X̄ (22)ij > > >
M31 M32 −Ql+1 > >
M41 0 0 −∂I >
M51 0 0 0 −∂I

 ≤ 0

M31 = AiQl + BiYl + AjQl + BjYl
M41 = CiQl + CjQl
M51 = RiYl + RjYl
M32 = ∂Di + ∂Dj (28)

Proof: In equation (9), if Mκ in the equation (25)
becomes negative as the disturbance is satisfied in the
equation (15), the disturbance will reduce to zero, and then
Mκ ≤ 0 implies that 1V (κ + l|κ) < 0 after some
time instant. Thus, V (κ + l|κ) goes to zero when l = ∞.

As a result, by summing up of both sides of the equation (2)5
from κ = 0 to κ → ∞, it yields; consequently, it will be
retrieved as:

−xTκ|κP0xκ|κ

=

∞∑
l=0

(
ϕ2ωTκ+l|κωκ+l|κ−z

T
κ+l|κzκ+l|κ

)
+

∞∑
l=0

[
xκ+l|κT ωκ+l|κT

]
Mκ

[
xκ+l|κT ωκ+l|κT

]T
(29)

Equation (29) can be transformed into:
∞∑
l=0

zTκ+l|κzκ+l

= xTκ|κP0xκ|κ+
∞∑
l=0

ϕ2ωTκ+l|κωκ+l|κ

+

∞∑
l=0

[
xκ+l|κT ωκ+l|κT

]
Mκ

[
xκ+l|κT ωκ+l|κT

]T
(30)

From the efficiency requirements 1 and 2, when xκ|κ = 0,
it will be under the zero-initial condition, the requirement
equation (16) will be equal to:
∞∑
l=0

zTκ+l|κzκ+l|κ ≤
∞∑
l=0

ϕ2ωTκ+l|κωκ+l|κ →

∞∑
l=0

zTκ+l|κzκ+l|κ

−ϕ2
∞∑
l=0

ωTκ+l|κωκ+l|κ ≤ 0 (31)

1V | (19) = 1V (κ + l|κ) = V (κ + l + 1|κ)− V (κ + l|κ) =
∥∥A (ρκ+l|κ) xκ+l|κ + B (ρκ+l|κ) uκ+l|κ∥∥2Pl+1 − ∥∥xκ+l|κ∥∥2Pl

= xκ+l|κT



 r∑
i=1

ρ2κ+l|κ,iÃi,i +

r∑
i=1

r∑
j<i

2ρκ+l|κ,iρκ+l|κ,j

(
Ãi,j + Ãj,i

2

)T

Pl+1 r∑
i=1

ρ2κ+l|κ,iÃi,i +

r∑
i=1

r∑
j<i

2ρκ+l|κ,iρκ+l|κ,j

(
Ãi,j + Ãj,i

2

)

 . . . . . . xκ+l|κ
− xκ+l|κT (Pl) xκ+l|κ (21)

1V | (19) = xκ+l|κT
[

r∑
i=1

ρ2κ+l|κ,i

(
Ãi,i

TPl+1Ãi,i − Pl
)]

xκ+l|κ

+ xκ+l|κT

 r∑
i=1

r∑
j<i

2ρκ+l|κ,iρκ+l|κ,j

( Ãi,j + Ãj,i

2

)T
Pl+1

(
Ãi,j + Ãj,i

2

)
− Pl

 xκ+l|κ
≤ xκ+l|κT

− r∑
i=1

ρ2κ+l|κ,iXi,i −
r∑
i=1

r∑
j<i

2ρκ+l|κ,iρκ+l|κ,jXi,j

 xκ+l|κ

= −


ρκ+l|κ,1xκ+l|κ
ρκ+l|κ,2xκ+l|κ

...

ρκ+l|κ,rxκ+l|κ


T 

X11 X12
X12 X22

· · · X1r
· · · X2r

...
...

X1r X2r

. . .
...

· · · Xrr



ρκ+l|κ,1xκ+l|κ
ρκ+l|κ,2xκ+l|κ

...

ρκ+l|κ,rxκ+l|κ

 (22)
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By considering the equation (30), if Mκ ≤ 0 holds, the
equation (16) is satisfied which in turn the requirement on
H∞ efficiency will be satisfied.

Under the situation that Mκ ≤ 0, the requirement of
equation 17 is satisfied if:
∞∑
l=0

zTκ+l|κzκ+l|κ ≤ x
T
κ|κP0xκ|κ + ϕ

2ω̄ ≤ ∂ → ∂

− xTκ|κP0xκ|κ + ϕ
2ω̄ ≥ 0 (32)

By multiplying the sides in ∂−1:

1− xTκ|κP0∂
−1xκ|κ + ϕ2ω̄∂−1ϕ2ω̄

−1
ϕ2ω̄ ≥ 0

By Schur complement: 1 > >
ϕ2ω̄ ∂ϕ2ω̄ >
xκ|κ 0 Q0

 ≥ 0

According to the above-mentioned assessment, it can be con-
cluded that for the design aim, Mκ ≤ 0, is a vital issue,
that is, (33) and (34), as shown at the bottom of the next
page.
According to equations (33) and (34) and also lemma 2,

(35), as shown at the bottom of the next page.

1V |23 = 1V (κ + l|κ) = V (κ + l + 1|κ)− V (κ + l|κ) =
∥∥A (ρκ+l|κ) xκ+l|κ

+B
(
ρκ+l|κ

)
uκ+l|κ + D

(
ρκ+l|κ

)
ωκ+l|κ

∥∥2
Pl+1
−
∥∥xκ+l|κ∥∥2Pl

= xTκ+l|κ



 r∑
i=1

ρ2κ+l|κ,iÃi,i + 2
r∑
i=1

r∑
j<i

ρκ+l|κ,iρκ+l|κ,j

(
Ãi,j + Ãj,i

2

)T

Pl+1 r∑
i=1

ρ2κ+l|κ,iÃi,i + 2
r∑
i=1

r∑
j<i

ρκ+l|κ,iρκ+l|κ,j

(
Ãi,j + Ãj,i

2

)

 xk+l|k

+ωTκ+l|κ



 r∑
i=1

ρ2κ+l|κ,iD̃i,i+2
r∑
i=1

r∑
j<i

ρκ+l|κ,iρκ+l|κ,j

(
D̃i,j + D̃j,i

2

)T

Pl+1 r∑
i=1

ρ2κ+l|κ,iD̃i,i+2
r∑
i=1

r∑
j<i

ρκ+l|κ,iρκ+l|κ,j

(
D̃i,j + D̃j,i

2

)

wk+l|k

+2ωTκ+l|κ



 r∑
i=1

ρ2κ+l|κ,iD̃i,i+2
r∑
i=1

r∑
j<i

ρκ+l|κ,iρκ+l|κ,j

(
D̃i,j + D̃j,i

2

)T

Pl+1 r∑
i=1

ρ2κ+l|κ,iÃi,i + 2
r∑
i=1

r∑
j<i

ρκ+l|κ,iρκ+l|κ,j

(
Ãi,j + Ãj,i

2

)

 xκ+l|κ

− xTκ+l|κ



 r∑
i=1

C̃i,iρ2κ+l|κ,i + 2
r∑
i=1

r∑
j<i

ρκ+l|κ,iρκ+l|κ,j

(
C̃i,j + C̃j,i

2

)× r∑
i=1

C̃i,iρ2κ+l|κ,i + 2
r∑
i=1

r∑
j<i

ρκ+l|κ,iρκ+l|κ,j

(
C̃i,j + C̃j,i

2

)

 xκ+l|κ

+ xκ+l|κT



 r∑
i=1

C̃i,iρ2κ+l|κ,i + 2
r∑
i=1

r∑
j<i

ρκ+l|κ,iρκ+l|κ,j

(
C̃i,j + C̃j,i

2

)× r∑
i=1

C̃i,iρ2κ+l|κ,i + 2
r∑
i=1

r∑
j<i

ρκ+l|κ,iρκ+l|κ,j

(
C̃i,j + C̃j,i

2

)

 xκ+l|κ
+ϕ2ωTκ+l|κωκ+l|κ − ϕ

2ωTκ+l|κωκ+l|κ − xκ+l|κ
T (Pl) xκ+l|κ (24)

1V (κ + l|κ) =
[
xκ+l|κT ωκ+l|κ

T ]Mκ

[
xκ+l|κT ωκ+l|κ

T ]T
+ ϕ2ωTκ+l|κωκ+l − z

T
κ+l|κzκ+l|κ

Mκ =

 r∑
i=1

ρ2κ+l|κ,iξ
T
i,iP̄l+1ξi,i + 2

r∑
i=1

r∑
j<i

ρκ+l|κ,iρκ+l|κ,j

(
ξi,j + ξj,i

2

)T
P̄l+1

(
ξi,j + ξj,i

2

)− P̂l (25)
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By applying Schur complement, equation (35) is converted
into its LMI form as follows:
−Pl + X

(11)
iil X (12)iil > > >

X (21)iil −ϕ2I + X (22)iil > > >
Ai + BiFl,i Di −Pl+1 > >

Ci 0 0 −I >
RiFl 0 0 0 −I

 ≤ 0


−4Pl + X

(11)
ijl X (12)ijl > > >

X (21)ijl −4ϕ2 + X (22)ijl > > >
M31 M32 −Pl+1 > >
M41 0 0 −I >
M51 0 0 0 −I

 ≤ 0

M31 = Ai + BiFl,j + Aj + BjFl,i

M41 = Ci + Cj
M51 = RiFl, j+ RjFl, j

M32 = Di + Dj (36)

Pre- and post-multiplying equation (36) considering{
∂1/2P−1l , ∂1/2I , ∂1/2I , ∂1/2I , ∂1/2I

}
is presented in equa-

tion (37), as shown at the bottom of the next page.
Setting:

Ql = ∂P
−1
l ,Fl = YlQ

−1
l

X̄ (11)ii = ∂P−1l X (11)iil P−1l

X̄ (12)ii = ∂P−1l X (12)ijl

X̄ (22)ii = ∂X (22)iil

ζκ+l|κ =
[
xTκ+l|κ ω

T
κ+l|κ

]T
Mκ = ζ

T
κ+l|κ

[
r∑
i=1

ρ2κ+l|κ,i

(
ξTi,iP̄l+1ξi,i − P̂l

)]
ζκ+l|κ

+ 2ζκ+l|κT

 r∑
i=1

r∑
j<i

ρκ+l|κ,iρκ+l|κ,j

((
ξi,j + ξj,i

2

)T
P̄l+1

(
ξi,j + ξj,i

2

)
− P̂l

) ζκ+l|κ
≤ −

ζκ+l|κT [ r∑
i=1

ρ2κ+l|κ,iXiil

]
ζκ+l|κ + 2ζκ+l|κT

 r∑
i=1

r∑
j<i

ρκ+l|κ,iρκ+l|κ,jXijl

 ζκ+l|κ


= −


ρκ+l|κ,1ζκ+l|κ
ρκ+l|κ,2ζκ+l|κ

...

ρκ+l|κ,rζκ+l|κ


T 

X11l X12l
X12l X22l

· · · X1rl
· · · X2rl

...
...

X1rl X2rl

. . .
...

· · · Xrrl



ρκ+l|κ,1ζκ+l|κ
ρκ+l|κ,2ζκ+l|κ

...

ρκ+l|κ,rζκ+l|κ

 (33)


X11l X12l
X12l X22l

· · · X1rl
· · · X2rl

...
...

X1rl X2rl

. . .
...

· · · Xrrl

 > 0, Xiil =

[
X (11)iil X (21)Tiil

X (21)iil X (22)iil

]
, Xijl =

X (11)ijl X (21)Tijl

X (21)ijl X (22)ijl



X (11)11l X (21)T11l X (11)12l X (21)T12l · · · X (11)1rl X (21)T1rl
X (21)11l X (22)11l X (21)12l X (22)12l · · · X (21)1rl X (22)1rl
...

...
...

...
. . .

...
...

X (11)1rl X (21)T1rl X (11)2rl X (21)T2rl · · · X (11)rrl X (21)Trrl
X (21)1rl X (22)1rl X (21)2rl X (22)2rl · · · X (21)rrl X (22)rrl

 > 0 (34)

[
ÃT
i,i

DTi

C̃T
i,i

0

][
Pl+1 0

0 I

][
Ãi,i

C̃i,i

Di

0

]
−

[
Pl 0

0 ϕ2

]

≤ −

[
X (11)iil X (12)iil

X (21)iil X (22)iil

] (
Ãi,j + ÃT

j,i

)T
Di + DjT

(
Ci,j + CT

j,i

)T
0

[Pl+1 0

0 I

][
Ãi,j + ÃT

j,i

Ci,j + CT
j,i

Di + DjT

0

]

−

[
4Pl 0

0 4ϕ2

]
≤ −

X (11)ijl X (12)ijl

X (21)ijl X (22)ijl

 (35)
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X̄ (11)ij = ∂P−1l X (11)ijl P−1l

X̄ (12)ij = ∂P−1l X (12)ijl

X̄ (22)ij = ∂X (22)ijl (38)

Consequently, we can define equation (39) as follows:

−Ql + X̄
(11)
ii X̄ (12)ii > > >

X̄ (21)ii −ϕ2∂I + X̄ (22)ii > > >
AiQl + BiYl ∂Di −Ql+1 > >

CiQl 0 0 −∂I >
RiYl 0 0 0 −∂I


≤ 0


−4Ql + X̄

(11)
ij X̄ (12)ij > > >

X̄ (21)ij −4∂ϕ2 + X̄ (22)ij > > >
M31 M32 −Ql+1 > >
M41 0 0 −∂I >
M51 0 0 0 −∂I

 ≤ 0

M31 = AiQl + BiYl + AjQl + BjYl

M41 = CiQl + CjQl

M51 = RiYl + RjYl

M32 = ∂Di + ∂Dj (39)

By investigating conditions of the equation (25), it is obvi-
ous that equations (26), (27) and (28) cannot guarantee
−zTκ+l|κzκ+l+ϕ

2ωTκ+l|κωκ+l < 0 because of the disturbance,
which illustrates that the Lyapunov function is not reducing
when the disturbance exists. As a result, even if Mi (κ) ≤ 0,
1V < 0 cannot be guaranteed. Or, even if the current state

xκ|κ belongs to set
{
x|xκ|κQ

−1
0 xκ|κ ≤ 1

}
cannot be guaran-

teed to belong to
{
x|xκ|κQ

−1
l xκ|κ ≤ 1

}
. The study [26] did

not take this issue into account, therefore, it cannot guarantee

the recursive feasibility of MPC. Herein, we will give the
following lemma to overcome this weakness.
Lemma 4: For systems as given in the equation (9), if equa-

tion (25) is satisfied for xκ|κ and the following inequalities
hold, and then, xκ+l|κ ∈

{
x|xκ|κQ

−1
l xκ|κ ≤ 1

}
. In this regard,

we will have:[
bq−1 >
D Qlω

]
≥ 0 (40)


−

Ql + X̄
(11)
ii X̄ (12)ii > > >

X̄ (21)ii −ϕ2∂I + X̄ (22)ii > > >
AiQl + BiYl ∂Di −ζl+1 > >

CiQl 0 0 −∂I >
RiYl 0 0 0 −∂I


≤ 0

(41)

−4Ql + X̄
(11)
ij X̄ (12)ij > > >

X̄ (21)ij −4∂ϕ2 + X̄ (22)ij > > >
M31 M32 −ζl+1 > >
M41 0 0 −∂I >
M51 0 0 0 −∂I


≤ 0

M31 = AiQl + BiYl + AjQl + BjYl

M41 = CiQl + CjQl

M51 = RiYl + RjYl

M32 = ∂Di + ∂Dj (42)

where ζ l+1= (1− b) (Ql+1 − Qω) , l = 0, . . . ,N − 1, Qw is
a matrix variable and b is a parameter taken into account in
advance such that 0 < b < 1.

Proof: The state at time κ + l + 1 is xκ+l+1|κ =
(Ai + BiFl) xκ+l|κ + Diωκ+l|κ according to (1). Denote:
vκ+l|κ = Diωκ+l|κ and x̃κ+l+1|κ = (Ai + BiFl) xκ+l|κ .


−∂P−1l + ∂P

−1
l X (11)iil P−1l ∂P−1l X (12)iil > > >

X (21)iil ∂P−1l −∂ϕ2I + ∂X (22)iil > > >
Ai∂P

−1
l + BiYl ∂Di −∂Pl+1 > >
Ci∂P

−1
l 0 0 −∂I >

RiYl 0 0 0 −∂I

 ≤ 0


−4∂P−1l + ∂P

−1
l X (11)ijl P−1l ∂P−1l X (12)ijl > > >

X (21)ijl ∂P−1l −4∂ϕ2 + ∂X (22)ijl > > >
M31 M32 −∂Pl+1 > >
M41 0 0 −∂I >
M51 0 0 0 −∂I

 ≤ 0

M31 = Ai∂P
−1
l + BiYl + Aj∂P

−1
l + BjYl

M41 = Ci∂P
−1
l + Cj∂P

−1
l

M51 = RiYl + RjYl
M32 = ∂Di + ∂Dj (37)
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xκ+l+1|κ∈
{
x|xκ|κQ

−1
l+1xκ|κ ≤ 1

}
will be guaranteed if the

inequality equation (43) is to be considered.[
1 >

xκ+l+1|κ Ql+1

]
≥ 0

⇔

[
1 >

x̃κ+l+1|κ + vκ+l|κ Ql+1

]
≥ 0 (43)[

1− b >
x̃κ+l+1|κ Ql+1 − Qlω

]
≥ 0 (44)[

b >
vκ+l|κ Qlω

]
≥ 0 (45)

where 0 < b < 1 and Qω represents the matrix variable.
Condition equation (15), i.e., wκ+l|κεπq, implies that:[

1 >
ωκ+l|κ q

]
≥ 0 (46)

And b ≥ ωTκ+l|κbq
−1ωκ+l|κ . From equation (45) and (46),

it can be observed that equation (45) is guaranteed if
the inequality b ≥ ωTκ+l|κbq

−1ωκ+l|κ ≥ ωTκ+l|κD
TQ−1ω

Dωκ+l|κ holds, which means bq−1 ≥ DTQ−1ω D, that
is equal to the following condition by applying Schur
complement. [

bq−1 >
D Qlω

]
≥ 0 (47)

where parameter b (0 < b < 1) is a prior chosen parameter.
Then since equation (26) holds for ωκ|κ , and also if:

x̃Tκ+l+1|κζ
−1
l+1x̃κ+l+1|κ ≤ xκ+l|κQ

−1
l xκ+l|κ

and ζ = (1− b) (Ql+1 − Qω) (48)

It can be guaranteed that xκ+l+1|κ belongs to set{
x|xκ|κQ

−1
l+1xκ|κ ≤ 1

}
.

The constraints of the system inputs and also measurable
states can be presented by:∣∣Lgx∣∣ ≤ fg and fg > 0, (g = 1, . . . , n)

→→

[
Ol >

(LQl)T Ql

]
, Ol,gg ≤ f 2l (g = 1, . . . , n) (49)

Proof:∣∣∣∣LgQ 1
2
l Q
−

1
2

l xκ+l|κ

∣∣∣∣ ≤ f 2g

→

∥∥∥∥LgQ 1
2
l

∥∥∥∥2 ∥∥∥∥Q−l 1
2
xκ+l|κ

∥∥∥∥2 ≤ f 2g
→

∥∥∥∥∥Q− 1
2

l xκ+l|κ

∥∥∥∥∥
2

≤1

HHHHHHHHHH⇒

∥∥∥∥LgQ 1
2
l

∥∥∥∥2 ≤ f 2g
→ LgQ

1
2
l Q

1
2
l Lg ≤ f

2
g

→ LgQlQl−1QlLg ≤ f 2g

f 2g − LQlQl
−1QlL ≥ 0

O≤f 2g
HHH⇒

[
Ol >

(LQl)T Ql

]
≥ 0∣∣uq∣∣ ≤ dq, dq > 0 (q = 1, . . . ,m)

→→

[
ωl >
Y Tl Ql

]
,

ωl,qq ≤ d2q (q = 1, . . . ,m) (50)

It can be proven that:∣∣Flxκ+l|κ ∣∣2 ≤ d2q →

∥∥∥∥YlQ−12l ∥∥∥∥2 ∥∥∥∥Q− 1
2

l xκ+l|κ

∥∥∥∥2

≤ f 2g →

∥∥∥∥∥Q− 1
2

l xκ+l|κ

∥∥∥∥∥
2

≤1

HHHHHHHHHH⇒

∥∥∥∥YlQ− 1
2

l

∥∥∥∥2
≤ d2q → YlQ

−
1
2

l Q
−

1
2

l Y Tl ≤ d
2
q → YlQ

−1
l Y Tl

≤ d2qd
2
q−YlQ

−1
l Y Tl ≥0

Wl≤d2q
HHHH⇒

[
ωl >
(Yl)T Ql

]
≥0

Algorithm 1: In this part, we need to solve the following
optimization problem at the time k :

min
6l ,∂

∂

s.t. (26) (34) (40) (41) (24) (49) (50)

where
∑

l
= {Ql,Yl, ωl,Ol, ζl} (51)

If equation (51) is solved, the input of control at the current
time of κ is uκ+l|κ = F̃0xκ+l|κ .
For the linear parameter variable system, a multi-stage

control strategy is utilized; where Fl is predicted at time k
as the feedback control gain at time κ + l and Fl = FN−1
when l ≥ N− 1.

uκ = Flxκ (52)

The closed-loop system under control law equation (52) can
be represented as:

xκ+l+1|κ =
r∑
i=1

ρκ+l|κ,i

((
Ãi

)
xκ+l|κ + (Di) ωκ+l|κ

)
zκ+l|κ =

r∑
i=1

ρκ+l|κ,i

(
C̃i
)
xκ+l|κ

Ãi = Ai + BiFl

C̃i =
[

Ci
RiFl

]
(53)

We need to choose a Lyapunov function
(
xκ+l|κ

)
=

xTκ+l|κPlxκ+l|κ ,Pl > 0 (l = 0, . . . ,N − 1) when l ≥ N − 1,
Pl = PN−1. Similar to the proof in the reference [27] and
lemma 3, we can prove the following result.
Lemma 5:With considering the LPV systems equation (9),

the closed-loop system under the control law equation (52)
satisfies the following conditions, (54), as shown at the
bottom of the next page.
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Let Ql = ∂P−1l ,Fl = YlQ
−1
l , X̄ (11)il = ∂P−1l X (11)il P−1l ,

X̄ (12)il = ∂P−1l X (12)il , X̄ (22)il = ∂X (22)il . Also, u by sing
lemma 2 and lemma 4, equation (54) is equal to the following
LMI:

Ql − X̄
(11)
il −X̄ (12)il > > >

−X̄ (21)il ∂ϕ2 − X̄ (22)il > > >
AiQl + BiYl ∂Di ζl+1 > >

CiQl 0 0 ∂I >
RiYl 0 0 0 ∂I

 ≥ 0 (55)

[
X (11)i X (12)i
X (21)i X (22)i

]
> 0 (56)

Algorithm 2:We need to solve the following optimization
issue at the time k :

min
6l ,∂

∂

s.t. (26) (40) (49) (50) (55) (56)

where
∑

l
= {Ql,Yl, ωl,Ol, ζl} (57)

If equation (57) is solved, the input of control at the current
time of κ is:

uκ+l|κ = F0xκ+l|κ (58)

The process of implementing the proposed controller in
MATLAB is shown in the following algorithm for a single-
phase system. To control the other phases separately, the
controller algorithm is implemented in the sameway. To solve
the inequality, YALMIP solver is used in MATLAB version
2019a. Codes for implementing the controller are as the
following:

III. CASE STUDY AND SIMULATION
A. PARAMETERS AND CASE STUDIES
In this section, the efficiency of the controller is evaluated
under different load scenarios, including balanced or unbal-
anced resistive, inductive, and non-linear loads. Figure 4
displays an islanded MG with 2 DG units. Simulations have
been performed by Matlab/Simulink.

The specifications of the power network and also control
parameters are displayed in Table 1. As can be seen from
Figure 4, the specifications of the system are measured to be
utilized in the input of the controller.

According to Figure 4, the first DG is chosen as the control
of voltage and frequency, which is responsible for regulating
and adjusting the voltage and frequency of the MG in time
of the system encounters every load variation. On the other
hand, the second DG works in the mode of output current
control, wherein gains have been utilized for sharing loads.
The control signal has been utilized as the input of the PWM
to control the inverter. A current load factor is also utilized as
the reference current signal.

1) CASE A: SYMMETRICAL RESISTIVE LOAD
In this case, the efficiency of the proposed controller under
symmetrical resistive load has been investigated. The values
are also repeatedly stated in Table 2. In time t = 0.205 s
symmetrical load is introduced into the system, respectively.
It should be noted that the load value is assumed to be mea-
surable and a load factor is utilized as the reference current
signal.

Figure 5 depicts the simulation results. Figure 5 (a and d)
illustrate the voltage of MG and also the zero steady-state
error of phase voltage a. The presented algorithm effectively
can track the reference signal with having a minimum error,
which approves the robustness of the control strategy against
linear load changing. The load current also utilized as the
reference current signal, which is shown in Figure 5 (b).
Besides, Figs. 5(c and e) display the reference signal and
output current of the second DG and also the zero steady-
state error of phase voltage a. Figure 5 (c and e) show the
robustness of the provided current controller. The harmonic
spectrum of voltage is analyzed and the amplitude of output
voltage is 109.6 and the THD is 0.16 percent.

 Â >(
r∑
i=1

ρκ+l|κ (Di)

)T
Pl+1

(
r∑
i=1

ρκ+l|κ (Ai + BiFl)

) (
r∑
i=1

ρκ+l|κ (Di)

)T
Pl+1

(
r∑
i=1

ρκ+l|κ (Di)

)
− ϕ2I


≤ −

[
ρκ+l|κxκ+l|κ
ρκ+l|κxκ+l|κ

]T [X (11)i X (12)i
X (21)i X (22)i

][
ρκ+l|κxκ+l|κ
ρκ+l|κxκ+l|κ

]

Â =

(
r∑
i=1

ρκ+l|κ,i (Ai + BiFl)

)T
Pl+1

(
r∑
i=1

ρκ+l|κ,i(Ai + BiFl)

)
− Pl +

(
r∑
i=1

ρκ+l|κ,i

[
Ci
RiFl

])T
Pl+1

(
r∑
i=1

ρκ+l|κ,i

[
Ci
RiFl

])
(54)
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FIGURE 4. Simulated microgrid system consisting of two DG units with the proposed controller.

TABLE 1. Parameters of the proposed controller and the DGs.

TABLE 2. Balanced resistive load characteristics.

2) CASE B: RESISTIVE UNBALANCED LOAD
In this case, the efficiency of the proposed controller under
resistive unbalance load has been investigated. The values
are also repeatedly stated in Table 2. In time t = 0.405 s
asymmetric load is introduced into the system. It should be
noted that the load value is assumed to be measurable and a
load factor is utilized as the reference current signal.

Figure 6 depicts the simulation results. Figure 6 (a and d)
illustrate the voltage of MG and also the zero steady-state
error of phase voltage a. The presented algorithm effectively

can track the reference signal with having a minimum error,
which approves the robustness of the control strategy against
linear load changing. The load current also utilized as the
reference current signal which is shown in Figure 6 (b).
Besides, Figure 6 (c and e) display the reference signal and
output current of the second DG and also the zero steady-
state error of phase voltage a. Figure 6 (c and e) show the
robustness of the provided current controller. The harmonic
spectrum of voltage is analyzed and the amplitude of output
voltage is 109.5 and the THD is 0.16 percent.
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FIGURE 5. The results of the simulation for the presented controller under resistive balance load: (a) MG voltage; (b) load
current; (c) current of generation for the second DG; (d) zero steady-state error of phase voltage a; (e) zero steady-state
error of phase current a.

TABLE 3. Steady-state simulation results of output phase voltage a.

3) CASE C: INDUCTIVE LOAD
In this case, the efficiency of the proposed controller
under inductive load has been investigated. The values

are also repeatedly stated in Table 2. At time t = 0.6 s
inductive load is introduced into the system. It should
be noted that the load value is assumed to be
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FIGURE 6. The results of the simulation for the presented controller under resistive asymmetric load: (a) MG voltage; (b) load current; (c) current
of generation for the second DG; (d) zero steady-state error of phase voltage a; (e) zero steady-state error of phase current a.

measurable and a load factor is utilized as the reference
current signal.

Figure 7 depicts the simulation results. Figure 7 (a and d)
illustrate the voltage of MG and also the zero steady-state
error of phase voltage a. The presented algorithm effectively
can track the reference signal with having a minimum error,
which approves the robustness of the control strategy against
linear load changing. The load current is also utilized as the
reference current signal which is shown in Figure 7 (b).

Besides, Figure 7 (c and e) display the reference signal and
output current of the second DG and also the zero steady-
state error of phase voltage a. Figure 7 (c and e) show the

robustness of the provided current controller. The harmonic
spectrum of voltage is analyzed. The amplitude of output
voltage is 109.5 and the THD is 0.18 percent.

4) CASE D: NON-LINEAR LOAD
In case B, the efficiency of the presented controller under
non-linear loads will be examined. The values are repeatedly
stated in Table 2. At time t= 0.4 s, a non-linear load is applied
to the system. It has to be noted that the load value is assumed
to be measurable and a load factor is utilized as the reference
current signal.
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FIGURE 7. The results of the simulation for the presented controller under resistive asymmetric load: (a) MG voltage; (b) load current; (c) current of
generation for the second DG; (d) zero steady-state error of phase voltage a; (e) zero steady-state error of phase current a.

Figure 8 depicts the results of the simulation.
Figure 8 (a and d) demonstrate the voltage of MG and the
zero steady-state error of phase voltage a. It is evident that the
presented algorithm, in this case, is effectively able to track
the reference signal with minimum error, which approves
the robustness of the control strategy against linear load
changing. The load current used as the reference current
signal is shown in Figure 8 (b). Moreover, Figure 8 (c and e)
display the reference signal and output current of the sec-
ond DG and the zero steady-state error of phase voltage a.
Figure 8 (c and e) show the robustness of the presented cur-
rent controller. The harmonic spectrum of voltage is depicted

in Figure 8 (f); as can be seen, the amplitude of output voltage
is 109.5 and the THD is 0.19 percent.

B. COMPARISON WITH OTHER CONTROLLERS
In this part, the efficiency of the provided controller is
compared with the classic sliding mode controller and the
classic backstepping controller in Table 3. The presented
controller can give improved output peak voltage and THD;
besides, it can decrease steady-state error in comparison
with the classic non-linear controller. To have a better
comparison with the suggested controller, details of slid-
ing mode and back stepping controllers are extracted from
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FIGURE 8. Results of the simulation for the presented controller under non-linear load: (a) MG voltage; (b) load current; (c) generation
current of the second DG; (d) zero steady-state error of phase voltage a; (e) zero steady-state error of phase current a; (f) Harmonic
spectrum of voltage.

references [28] and [29] and implemented controllers on the
system, which are shown in Figure 4.

IV. CONCLUSION
In this article, we proposed a concept model prediction and
H2/H∞ control plan with input and state constraints with
considering disturbances in anMGwith two DGs. The model
predictive control has used both H2 and H∞ to optimize the
concept; and a gain-scheduled MPC, H2/H∞ algorithm was
also studied using LMI techniques. Considering proper upper
boundaries as LMI auxiliary variables in terms of stability
analysis leads to a reduction in conservatism. The presented

algorithm provides a faster response and is added to the
controller to avoid obstacles in an algorithmic way like the
switching algorithm. Additionally, closed-loop stability and
recursive feasibility of the proposed model predictive con-
trol have been proven. The main advantages of the pro-
posed approach are the existence of a control law for all
conditions concerning the linear and non-linear loads and
the ability to avoid obstacles, and decreasing the impacts of
disturbances. Not only that, but it was demonstrated that the
proposed controller is able to track the reference signal with
a minimum steady-state error. Besides, using the presented
controller has proven that it can develop the results of the
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steady-state of the controller, including output voltage peak,
RMS, and THD. Obtained simulation results demonstrated
that the presented controller is robust against variable load
situations. Considering the obtained results, the controller is
insensitive to changes in the phase and amplitude of the refer-
ence signal. This controller has a decent and fast response to
the reference variations and its steady-state error is negligible.
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